Optical flow computation involves the extraction of a dense velocity field from an image sequence. The purpose of this work is to use the technique of optical flow so that a robot equipped with a color camera can navigate in a secure way through an indoor environment without collide with any obstacle. In order to implement such application, the Acromovi architecture has been used. Acromovi architecture is a distributed architecture that works as middleware layer between the robot architecture and the applications, which allows sharing the resources of each robot among all the team. This middleware is based on an agent-oriented approach.
INTRODUCTION
During years, the problem of processing image sequences for calculating the optical flow has been studied. The optical flow can be used in many applications, but recently it has been applied in mobile robot navigation (R. Carelli, 2002) (M. SarcinelliFilho, 2002) .
The optical flow is the distribution of the apparent velocities of movement of the brightness pattern in an image, and arises from the relative movement of some objects and a viewer (Horn and Schunck, 1981) . As the robot is moving around, although the environment is static, there is a relative movement between the objects and the camera onboard the robot.
The visual information coming from the camera of the robot is processed through the optical flow technique, which provides the information the robot needs to safely navigate in an unknown workingenvironment.
From the optical flow generated in this way the robot can get an inference on how far an object present in a scene is. This information is embedded in the time to crash (or time to collision) calculated from the optical flow field (M. Sarcinelli-Filho, 2004) .
The purpose of this work is to use the optical flow technique to allow a mobile robot equipped with a color camera navigates in a secure way through an indoor environment without collide with any obstacle.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACROMOVI ARCHITECTURE
As has been shown in previous works and papers, Acromovi architecture is a distributed architecture for programming and controlling a team of multiple heterogeneous mobile robots that are capable to cooperate between them and with people to achieve service tasks in daily environments. This architecture allows the reutilization of code, due to the use native components. It allows the sharing of the robots' resources among the team and an easy access to the robots' elements by the applications. And other two important characteristics of the Acromovi architecture are the scalability and the facility of use.
Moreover, Acromovi architecture is a framework for application development by means of embedding agents and interfacing agent code with native lowlevel code. Cooperation among the robots is also made easier in order to achieve complex tasks in a coordinated way. Also, Acromovi architecture is a distributed architecture that works as a middleware of another global architecture for programming robots.
This middleware is based on an agent-oriented approach. The embedded agents that constitute the Acromovi architecture work as interfaces between the applications and the physical elements of the robots. Some agents also make easier the handle of these ele-ments and provide higher-level services.
This middleware level has been divided into two layers. In the lower layer, there are a set of components that access to the physical parts of the robots and other special components that offer services to the upper layer. The upper layer comprises a variety of embedded agents addressed to supervise and control the access to the agents of the lower layer.
BACKGROUND THEORY

Optical Flow
Optical flow computation consists in extracting a dense velocity field from an image sequence assuming that intensity or color is conserved during the displacement. This result may be used by other applications like 3D reconstruction, time interpolation of image sequences using motion information, segmentation and tracking (Quénot, 1996) .
The optical-flow field used in this work is obtained by using formulas and constraints used by Horn and Schunck (Horn and Schunck, 1981) . The equation that relates the change in image brightness at a point to the motion of the brightness pattern is:
where, E(x,y,t) represents the value of brightness at time t of a point with coordinates (x,y) in the image plane. Ex, Ey, Et represent the partial derivatives of E with relation to x, y, t respectively. u, v denote the components of optical flow along x and y respectively.
Time to Contact
A primary use of optical flow is collision detection, in particular time-to-contact computation. Using only optical measurements, and without knowing ones own velocity or distance from a surface, it is possible to determine when contact with a visible surface will be made (Camus, 1995) . A point of interest P at coordinates (X, Y, Z) is projected through the focus of projection centered at the origin of the coordinate system (0,0,0). P is fixed in physical space and does not move. The origin /focus of projection however moves forward with velocity dZ/dt. If the camera is facing the same direction as the direction of motion, then this direction is what is commonly known as the focus of expansion (FOE), since it is the point from which the optical flow diverges. The image plane is fixed at a distance z in front of origin.: for convenience, we set z=1 (The actual value of z depends on focal length of camera). P projects onto point p in this plane. As the image plane moves closer to P, the position of p in the image plane changes as well. Using equilateral triangle:
(2) Differentiating with respect to time, we get:
The quantity τ is known as the time-to-contact. Note that the left-hand side contains purely optical quantities, and that knowledge of τ does not provide any information about distance and velocity, but only of their ratio. Based on the optical-flow field obtained as described above, the sensing subsystem delivers to the control subsystem information on the time to collision corresponding to distinct stripes in the visual field of the robot, that can be seen in Fig. 2 . In addition to the vector of times to collision itself, the average value and the standard deviation corresponding to its elements are also calculated.
Control System
Regarding the time-to-contact results shown in Fig. 2 and the additional information associated to them, three different situations are considered here when OPTICAL FLOW NAVIGATION OVER ACROMOVI ARCHITECTURE implementing a system to control the heading angle of the robot. They are labeled Imminent Collision, Side Obstacle and Normal situations.
Imminent Collision is characterized either when the average value and the standard deviation associated to the values of time to collision are both very small (meaning that a wide object is very close to the robot), or when an object for which the number of time-to-contact values inferior to the threshold adopted is greater than another threshold is detected in the middle of an image frame.
However, if an object for which the number of time-to-contact values that are less than the threshold adopted is greater than another threshold is detected in the right side or in the left side of the visual field of the robot, the situation named Side Obstacle is characterized.
Finally, the Normal situation is characterized when no objects with high average optical flow magnitude are detected in the image frame. This means that all objects in the visual field of the robot are not close enough to deserve an abrupt manoeuvre.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Three new agents have been designed for the development of this application, the Vision Agent, the OpticalFlow Agent, and the Control Agent. Each of these agents implements each of the modules described in previous sections. A diagram of the relation among these agents can be seen in Fig. 3 . The first agent involved in the process is the JMF Agent, which is in charge of capturing the input image frames. The video from the camera on board the robot is captured using the Java Media Framework (JMF).
Then, this image is sent to the next agent in the process, the OpticalFlow Agent. This agent performs two different works. Firstly, it calculates the optical flow derived from the new image, using the formulas described above. Then, it calculates, from the optical flow, the time-to-contact vector, using also the formulas described above in the article. In Fig. 4 , there is an example of the optical-flow field and in the Fig. 2 , the time-to-contact graphic. Next, the OpticalFlow Agent sends the information corresponding to the time to contact to the Control Agent. This agent, depending on the graphic, can distinguish three distinct situations, as it has been said above. These situations are Imminent Collision, Side Obstacle, and Normal situations. Depending on the situation that the Control Agent recognizes, it sends different actions to the Base Agent, in order to the robot can avoid an obstacle or can follow its way.
The Imminent Collision situation is done when an object is in the middle of the image frame. That is, the elements 80 to 160 of the vector of times to collision have the values less than the others. In such cases, the actions the Control Agent sends to the Base Agent are to go back about 10 cm, to rotate 180 degrees and to move ahead again.
The Side Obstacle situation is done when an object is in the right or in the left side of the image frame. The obstacle is in the right side when the elements 160 to 240 have the smaller values, and it is in the left side when the elements 0 to 80 have the smaller values. In such cases, the manoeuvre adopted sent to the Base Agent is to rotate 15 degrees in the opposite direction and to resume moving ahead.
Finally, the Normal situation is executed when no object is in the image frame. In this case, all the elements of the vector of times to collision have similar values. So, the command sent to the Base Agent is to continue moving straight ahead.
It is important to remark that the time spent in calculating the three parameters needed to the execution of the application (the average value and the standard deviation associated to the 240 values of time to collision used to build the graphic of Fig. 4 and the average value of the magnitude of the optical flow vectors as-sociated to each object detected in the scene) is very small, not decreasing the capability of the robot to react in real-time.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to check the performance of the robot when wandering in its working-environment using the sensing and control subsystems discussed here the robot is programmed to wander around the lab, avoiding all the obstacles it detects.
The robot used for it is a Pioneer2 mobile robot with an onboard computer based on the Intel Celeron 650 MHz processor, having 508 Mbytes of RAM memory. A Logitech web camera is also available onboard the robot. The image capturing program in java grabs the images that are at most 320x240 pixels bitmaps at 5 fps in Linux platform.
An analysis of all the actions the robot has taken shows that it was effectively able to avoid the obstacles that appeared in its way, as expected, using the time-to-contact based sensorial information.
As mentioned above, the robot acquires image frames continuously at the interval of 200 ms, the calculation of the optical flow vectors plus the calculation of the new heading angle is compatible with the rate of acquisition of images, thus showing that the use of optical flow for this kind of sensing is suitable. In order to synchronize the calculation with the image acquisition time, an image of 240x180 pixels is used.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
New agents have been implemented based on the Acromovi architecture to make feasible that the robot can navigate in an environment using the optical flow technique. These agents have been implemented taking into account the limited computational setup available onboard the robot. The experimental results have shown that the robot is effectively able to avoid any obstacle, in real-time, based only on the information from the optical-flow and the time-to-contact agents.
Regarding the future work to do with the described system, first, sonars will be also used to distinguish those situations in which an object is too close to the robot and permits the robot to realize the evasive manoeuvre. Another important improvement is to try to change from the wander behaviour to a most reliable navigation, following a specific path or trying to get to a specific point in the working-environment.
It is important to try of reducing the time consumption by the calculation of the optical flow. For that, it can be used new methods faster than the used in this work. One possible option that implies a little variation over the original method is the described in (D.F. Tello, 2005) . So, with a few changes it is possible to get a system faster and capable to react in a more reliable way to changes in the environment.
Finally, this work can be extended to a team of robots that can cooperate so that a certain robot without the needed resources could navigate using the optical flow technique can do it. This can be possible thanks to one of the advantages of the Acromovi architecture, the possibility to share resources among the robots of the team.
